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FROM KEITH– ON THE PURE PLEASURE OF BEING 

 

Welcoming a new person into a key position brings many gifts. Not the least of which is a thoughtful theme 

for our Summer Shalom Newsletter, a gift from Rev. Greg Darjes, our new Pastoral Care Minister. We live 

out our lives in such a beautiful and awe inspiring part of Creation that folk from away might be forgiven for 

thinking (as many do) that we spend our days lost in the wonder and pure pleasure of being. It is a natural 

and understandable thought for a visitor to our Island home to have. Many come here hoping to be lost in 

that wonder and awe. 

 

To tell the truth, as much as I hear others       

remark on the gifts of our own natural           

surroundings, I am often reminded of moments 

in other places where God’s creating fingers   

(as the psalmist says) continue to pour out   

majesty and intricacy. Vast prairie skies,        

Laurentian hills and dales, the Great Lakes, 

Rockies, northern tundra, waves lapping on 

granite. There is so much to revel in, to think 

that we too are a   part of this. 

 

Moments when one might pause to reflect on 

the purity and pleasure of just being. Being in 

relationship with Creation and Creator, being in 

community with friends and family, being in full 

communion with one’s self. Knowing one’s self 

as God does, taking pleasure in the ways one 

has been created and gifted and brought into 

the living world. Revelling in the senses that 

connect us, to the world we inhabit and to the Spirit of love that inhabits us.  

 

I wonder where this summer’s gifts will show up? What moments of pure pleasure will imprint themselves 

upon your consciousness? Where will you look and see the fingers of the Creator tracing patterns, new and 

ancient upon the cosmic vastness of our inner and outer spaces? How will you tell the tales of the moments 

when you were swept up and held in being? 
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I am finding that simplicity is accessible and wondrous. Appreciation and gratitude bring richness and deep 
satisfaction. I like to talk to my body and thank each part for the way it has served so faithfully through my 
life. I begin with my breathing and rejoice that it is still happening. I am fascinated with my fingers and toes, 
my hands and my feet, my legs and my arms, my head and my torso. Everything functioning together to 
cause me to engage in the fullness of existence. 
 
I thank my mind for its imagination, memory, and creativeness. I thank my heart for its sensitivity,            
compassion, and boldness. I thank my intuition for its wisdom and its perception. I thank my spirit for being 
my eternal connection with all that is or ever could be. 
 
I consider myself to be blessed with the pure pleasure of conscious awareness, a physical presence gifted 
with air to breathe, water to drink, food to eat, a place to sleep, people to be with, a contribution to make, 
and grace to receive. I have the freedom and power to choose my focus, my attitude, my intention, and my 
response to whatever comes my way. 
 
For me this is the experience of paradise; the pure pleasure of being that is available to me now in this     
moment, in this place. 
 
The Creator blesses me with life. Thanks be to God. 
 

To-morrow, what does it matter? 
To-day—that is here! 

To lend or to spend for my purpose— 
All without hindrance or tear, 

To-day only matters—to-morrow's 
A dream and a fear! 

To-morrow, I never shall own it— 
To-day—that is mine! 

What if I take it and make it 
To something divine! 

So shall I never fear sorrow, 
Dear Time, if you go soon or stay, 

So shall I fear no to-morrow 
And gratefully live each to-day! 

By Annette Wynne 
Rev. Greg—”just being” and looking forward 

to this years Congregational Fun Fair at    

Providence Farm!  



WORSHIP IN  THE PARK  
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Join us for our annual  Worship 
in the Park! Sunday, July 3rd at 

10am.  We will gather in      
Centennial Park on First Street 

and worship together and 
share in refreshments after-

wards.  Chairs will be provided. 
  

Wear your sunhat and/or bring 
your umbrella as we never 

know what the weather will 
be. 

FUN AT  THE FA RM!  

Congregational Fun Fair 

Providence Farm 

Friday, June 24th at 5pm  

Our yearly church picnic complete with 

hamburgers, hotdogs, salads and deserts.  

Adults $ 10.00 Children $5.00  

Families $30.00  

Lots of games and fun for everyone!   

Hay wagon rides as well .   

Bring your  family and friends.  

Come join in the fun!  

Donations of salads and pies welcomed!  

A NOTE ON COMPASSION 

“If I've done anything in the past 19 

years, I hope I've inspired you to be 

yourself, your true authentic self. And if 

someone is brave enough to tell you 

who they are, be brave enough to    

support them, even if you don't          

understand,” “By opening your heart 

and your mind you're going to be that 

much more compassionate, and      

compassion is what makes the world a  

better place."  Ellen DeGeneres 
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FROM THE  UN IFIED BOA RD —Irene S imki ns ,  Board  Chai r  

Hello Everyone 
 

Summer is almost here, or so we all hope anyway!  So far, it has certainly been cooler than last summer, but 
it’s just the ‘weather’ and we will adjust as necessary.   
I want to give a brief update re: Board activity and decisions. We continue to be busy, but are planning to 
take a break over July and August.  
 

1)At the recent Board retreat we were able to formulate ( express an idea in a concise or systematic way) a 
Vision and Mission statement for Duncan United. This is a task that has remained unresolved for a few 
years, so we hope that it is agreeable to all members. It will be presented for vote at the AGM of March 
2023.   It is as follows: 
 

                         VISION STATEMENT 

   In the loving Spirit of Jesus we strive to be a village that welcomes all!  
   We welcome people of all nations, ethnicity, race, sexual orientation, gender identities, age, abilities,    
marital status, social or economic circumstances to take part in every aspect of church life including worship, 
study, work, action and fellowship. 
 

                        MISSION STATEMENT 

   We are guided by Micah Chapter 6. Verse 8 
   ……. And what does the Lord require of you, but to do justice, and to love kindness, and to walk humbly 
with our God.   
We gratefully acknowledge the people of Quw’utsun  (Warmland) and the members of the Cowichan Tribes 
on whose unceded territory we live, and uphold their traditions of love, generosity, kindness and respect. 
 

2)  As of July 1/22  the Pastoral position will be increased to 20 hours per week (half time). Rev. Greg Darjes 
has agreed to continue, and as he is an Ordained Minister he will be Pulpit Supply Minister for one week out 
of every four. The Board will be actively pursuing all options, including the application to Victoria Pro-Vision 
Fund, to subsidize the expansion of the present pastoral position. 

3)  The roof project is nearly completed.  Our loan through the UCC has been activated.  Now what remains, 
as far as the roof is concerned, is the Solar Panels.  Jim Walker will be addressing the details of this project 
on behalf of Building and Finance and Stewardship. 

4)  The Governance committee members remain active in their pursuit of reorganizing and refining DUC    
policies and procedures.  Thank you to each of you.  It has been an energy-depleting task thus far,                 
so I hope you will have time to relax over the summer.  

5)  It has been a rewarding and enlightening experience to meet with local Indigenous folk, young and      
elders, who have been attending the dinner meetings to plan a ‘reconciliation' project. It has been revealing 
to hear their stories, very painful and heartbreaking for sure. But more than that, their desire to forgive and 
move on to a future where they are heard, appreciated and recognized for their contribution(s) in the past 
and present. Whatever is painted on the mural facing Burns Hall is their choice and I look forward to seeing 
it when it is completed.  
 

Have a relaxing summer everyone. For all you ‘regulars’ our services will go on  as usual.  Hopefully we will 
have more visitors this summer. It is always a pleasure to welcome folk from other parts of the country and 
world.  
 

Love and blessings to you all,  Irene Simkins 



THE IMPORTANCE OF  ACCEPTANCE –  L inda  Evans  
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I am so blessed to have a family that loves to gather and share in adventures. Whether it is a weekly    

family dinner,  meeting at the Forest Museum for a train ride and picnic or a weekend of camping fun, we 

love to be together.  Now this is not to say we all agree on everything and life is absolutely perfect, it   

never can be as we are all so very different but what keeps us together is acceptance.  

As my children married and our family expanded so did our varying differences. We have people  who 

love to eat meat, we have vegetarians, we have people with such light skin that they burn within an hour 

of   being in the sun and those with dark skin that can be out for hours, we have vaccinated and             

unvaccinated, we have those who believe in Santa Claus and those who don’t, those who believe in God 

and those who  have other reasons to celebrate Easter and don’t know the biblical stories. We all live very 

different lifestyles and the thing is that none of that matters. We all  accept each other and  our varying 

beliefs. We don’t ridicule each other or say hurtful things, we gather, we laugh, we cry,  we share and we 

accept.  We may disagree with each other beliefs  but  we accept the fact that each person has  a right to 

believe  what they believe and live their lives in the way that they feel is best for them. There can be the 

usual family squabbles and debates but in the end acceptance of each other comes first.  

I wish our church and our world could be more accepting of each other. I must confess, I am tired of the 

segregation in our world, the hurtful things people say about others and the things that continue to      

happen to put people into boxes separating them from others.  Working in the office I see and hear a lot 

of different views  and some hurtful statements. It would be great if we could accept even when we don’t 

understand and feel our view is the right view. Our “All are Welcome” has been our way for the past 

twenty years or more, we have added “affirming” now as well. We can continue to be all of these things 

but can we also be accepting? Can we accept others different beliefs that we don’t agree with and       

welcome them in? 

Jesus said that “hope, faith and love and the greatest of these is love” and that is so true but I would like 

to add acceptance. We don’t always like everyone, we don’t really have to love everyone although   

wouldn’t our world be awesome if we did BUT what we do need to do is accept all people and their  

different beliefs, lifestyles and ways of doing what they believe to be right.   If we can accept everyone as 

they are then maybe everyone would be able to have the pure      

pleasure of just being. The pleasure of just being who they are and not 

have to worry about the past or the future but follow their beliefs, live 

their lives doing what they feel is right for them and be who they are 

in this moment of time, not being criticized for the choices they make.  

We don’t have to agree but we do need to accept and live together as 

one family, one church family, one world family.  

Acceptance of all, for all.   

 



FROM OUR MEMBERS  
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THE PURE PLEASURE OF BEING: ANNA’S STORY 

My name is Anna. Most of my days, I enjoy the pure pleasure of being. One day, though, a clinic doctor 

examined a growth on my nose, “Not good,” he told my very best friend. “It must be removed,” he added. 

My friend was crying and I shook. As soon as we were home, my friend stroked my ears and we were back 

to our routines. All was well.   

A few days later, I was again at the clinic. I didn’t like having the lump removed, but what else could I do? 

The day soon passed and I was soon home. I slept like a baby all night. I woke to a new day and bounced 

excitedly all over the garden. I took time to sniff blueberries bushes and strawberry plants hoping for tasty 

treats. All that mattered was my freedom, the warm sun and friends hugging me to bits. I was back to my 

life of pure pleasure.  

You see, I am a dog living a dog’s life. I have no regrets 

about yesterday and no worries about tomorrow. All that 

matters is today and that is the pure pleasure of being.  

Amen.  

E Daisy Anderson 

 

 

If I could catch a rainbow I would do it just for you 

And share with you its beauty on the days you’re feeling blue. 

If I could build a mountain you could call your very own 

A place to find serenity, a place to be alone.  

If I could take your troubles I would toss them in the sea… 

But al these things I’m finding are impossible for me 

I cannot build a mountain or catch a rainbow fair 

But let me be what I know best– A friend that’s always there.  

 -Anonymous  - 

Sent in by Yvonne Walmsley 



 

 

MORE FROM OUR MEMB ER S  
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THE PURE PLEASURE OF BEING 

Looking up another meaning of “pleasure” I cam across—Satisfaction, delight, enjoy. These are        
delightful words. Same with “being”—it equals person—thing that exists. Just thinking how we have 
all existed in this strange time we have lived in!  

With summer pleasures upon us let us pray that this year we can delight in the enjoyment of summer 
treats, long evenings, swimming, boating, friends and family get togethers. We have the pleasure of 
luckily living in this part of the world. Just look around the world and se how people live, or try to live. 
Most of our problems by compassion are minor. We also have the freedom and ability to fix these 
problems if we put our minds to it.  

We welcome people from other countries, who need help,, and can give them the satisfaction of en-
joying their new surroundings and peacefulness. What a gift we have to pass on and may they feel the 
“Pure pleasure of being” 

Blessings, Maureen Gallacher.  

OFF  W ITH THE  OLD ON W ITH THE  NEW !  

THANK YOU EVERY-

ONE! OUR NEW 

ROOF LOOKS       

FANTASTIC!!!  

NOW FOR THE     

SOLAR PANELS TO 

GO ON.  
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HAPPY SUMMER!  -  SKYE EVA NS  

 

Hello everyone!  

I thought I would send you all a little note to let you know how I am making out with my retirement. I’ve 

been off work now for over three months and I must say the life of a stay at home cat is pretty great.  

Each morning I awake around 4:30– 5am and hopefully am fed my breakfast before 5:30am .  There are 

some days that it does take quite a few gently paw taps to Linda’s face to get her to get up and feed me. 

For some reason she doesn’t feel the need to get up at 5am on the weekends...seriously what difference 

does it make whether it is a work day or not one doesn’t want to waste the morning away laying in bed.  

My day is rather relaxing while she is at work, I watch life outside from my spot on the windowsill, have a 

few naps and just enjoy the pleasure of being.  Once Linda is home I am outside in the backyard. I get out 

way more now than I used to and I love it. There are so many wonderful crawling and flying critters out 

there that I just sit and take it all in. I am very well behaved, I don’t jump the fence or kill the little crea-

tures , I just sit and enjoy life. I also know that if I don’t behave myself I will not be allowed outdoors at all 

and as much as I enjoy the warmth of inside it can get rather boring at times.  The other day I was behind 

the green bush and a lovely tiny little bird flew down right in front of me and just hovered there in front of 

my face. I am sure he was trying to say hello but sadly we didn’t seem to speak the same language. He was 

very beautiful and very trusting. Even though we have huge differences, I hope that we can become good 

friends. I sometimes wish I could fly and the fact that he could just hover in the air was totally amazing to 

me. Can you  imagine what life would be like if cats could do that, with their intriguing personalities I     

wonder what cat lovers lives would be like. Instead of gently tapping Linda’s face at 5 am I could hover right 

over her face, now that would be so much more fun and effective!  

I hear things are going well at the church, getting a new roof, back to worshiping together and even having 

some fun gatherings to raise funds. It was so good to hear as I know having to stay home, especially if you 

live alone is not fun and is rather hard on one ‘s mental health. It is a bit of a crazy world out there and I am 

glad to be a cat who doesn't have to deal with all the struggles you two legged folks do. I just heard the    

latest news of “monkey pox” - what the heck is monkey pox? I sure hope there is never a “cat pox” or I 

could be in real trouble. I wonder if a person would break out in spots or break out in fur?  Oh well I doubt 

it will ever happen as us cats keep ourselves very clean and are very particular on who we associate with.  

Anyway, carry on living life, make each day special and always take time 

to just be in the moment allowing all your worries and stresses to take a 

back seat. After all life doesn’t go on forever especially  if you’re a cat, we 

may have nine lives but they are all rather short.  

Take good care everyone, have a happy summer and remember to wash 

your paws!  



 

LOOKIN G A HEAD TO SUM MER AND FA LL!  
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ROOF,  SOLAR AND G ENERAL  

PARKING LOT “JUNK IN THE TRUNK” SALE  

Have you been cleaning out cupboard and  

closets while  being home during the pandem-

ic. Have you been creating pieces of  art or 

usable items. If you would like to have a place 

to make yourself some funds from all of your 

“stuff” we are renting out spots in our parking 

lot on Saturday mornings for six weeks during 

the summer. $20.00 reserves you a spot 

where you can sell your items out of the boot 

of your car or you can set up a table . 

Talk to Jeff Leggat or sign up in the office to  

reserve a spot. You can sign up for one week 

or all six—a great way to unload some of your 

items while making some fun money for your-

self and our church.  

This summer and fall  there will be a few of things    
happening— 

During the month of July  Rev. Greg Darjes will be on 
holidays and during the month of August, Minister 
Keith Simmonds will be on holidays. 

Our Annual Harvest Fair will be held on Saturday 
September 24th so start gathering up  items, do 
some preserving, create something crafty or sepa-
rate some of your plants. Mark your calendar so you 
don't miss out on the fun!  

Lake to Lake Walk 2022– As in the past some of our 
staff and members will be doing the Lake to Lake 
walk—choice of 21kms or 42kms. This is to raise 
funds for our church. If you would like to join in the 
walk the early registration deadline is July 1st so 
make sure to sign up and join in the fun. The walk 
this year takes place on Saturday, September 10th 

Good News! Our peaked roofs are re-shingled and are, we are assured, in the best condition         

possible. Some rot was discovered and dealt with (an additional $12,500.00ish), metal flashings, 

better ventilation and an outstanding warranty are all part of the project. Our Solar Panels are on the 

way too and we have enough money in the bank to cover the costs for both, thanks to contributions 

from the congregation and a $99,000.00 loan from the United Church of Canada. One we hope to 

repay sooner than the 15 year term we’ve arranged. 

Our annual, general budget is not in as good a position as we’d hoped. As of the end of May, we are 

$32,709.00 in arrears. We have funds to cover contingencies but this brings us perilously close to  

arranging financial aid. The good news is, we’ve been in similar positions in the past and have found 

ways to overcome them. We are also doing quite well raising funds for refugees and providing aid to 

Ukraine so we know we have capacity. The challenge, as always, is to continue funding our core   

programs. Please watch for an opportunity to help meet that goal, coming soon to an event near 

you.  Perhaps encourage people you know, who support what we do, to take the opportunity to help 

us too. Feed the hungry, help prevent homelessness, support recovery, gather in community, seek 

paths to enlightenment, hold one-another in love. All for the price of a cup of coffee, poured out  

daily, in love.   
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SPIR ITUA LLY SPEAK IN G —KEITH S IMMONDS,  MIN ISTER  

Have you ever been affirmed?  

Held up in wide open, agape, all-out, all-in, expressive love? 

Been greeted with joy, delight and blessing? 

Or, (in a Christian context), has anyone ever been Christ for you? Celebrated your presence, offered assurance that 
you are, in fact and in deed, a love-offering, a child of God? 

Last weekend, in Prince George, the United Church of Canada gathered as Pacific Mountain Region to embrace our 
status as a Regional Council that affirms. That aspires to celebrate all who come as God’s beloved creation. 

It’s a long-running aspiration. Affirming, in our context, comes out of a time when we did not, as a church, affirm 
everyone. Oh we might ‘love the sinner’ but sometimes that love was overwhelmed and subsumed by our hatred 
for ‘the sin’. So much overtaken that we barred from our doors anyone and everyone who did not represent, in our 
minds, a correct and proper relationship with rules and regulations we’d decided made them fit for fellowship with-
in our sacred halls. 

Over our brief, 97 year history we’ve gradually opened our doors, reluctantly allowing that women could preach and 
lead our faith communities, that the children of single moms could be baptized at ‘our’ founts, that Indigenous folk 
might meet the Creator in a variety of ways, that those who do not identify as Hetero or Cis might lead us in worship 
and shepherd us in ministry. It’s been a long road and we continue to learn as we walk it. 

“Isn’t welcome enough?”  

“Why is this all about ‘them’?” 

“Don’t all people matter? Why are we ‘targeting’ a few?” 

Gradually we’ve come to realize that when one is part of a tradition and a history that has enthusiastically partici-
pated in deep trauma, providing theological arguments in support of patriarchy, racism and homophobia, one must 
do more than nod an assent at a neighbour seeking a seat in an adjoining pew. That it is not enough to simply re-
pent of past judgments, woundings, ostracisms, cultural genocides and quietly approved assaults (whether social, 
psychological, verbal or physical). One must reach out, uphold, bring love, share joy, and otherwise affirm, in every 
possible way, the light of the Creator permeating the one who was, formerly, ‘other’.  

Gradually our church is moving, in a glacial, amoebic-like way, into becoming. Metamorphosizing from larvae to 
butterfly, from nymph to dragonfly. As church generally mirrors society, so too are we all shifting from judgmental 
hypocrisy to elemental empathy. From fear of the ‘not me’ to embracing the familiar that exists within and among 
each part of creation.  

It’s a bit risky, a tad scary, actually. To stand before all the world in one’s own created skin. To hope for acceptance 
and yearn for love. To wish for affirmation. To spread one’s self a rainbow in the aftermath of storm. 

It is nothing more or less than any of us wish for. To be seen in the eyes of neighbours and community as we are 
known in the heart of God. To be companioned in the walk of life as we are joined on the Way with Christ. To be 
held in the abiding spirit of love, incarnated in the relations around us. To be affirmed.  

How, I wonder, shall we come to know we are affirmed? How shall our relations know of our constant affirmations 
for them? What might we do in token of our love? Besides rainbow flags and crosswalks. How then, shall we love? 
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Interesting Links for you to browse… 

Duncan United Church 

Web page:  www.duncanunited.org 

Facebook:  www.facebook.com/duncanunited/ 

Keith Simmonds Blog 

www.faithfulwitness.xyz. 

Duncan United Church 

246 Ingram Street 

Duncan, British Columbia 

Canada    V9L 1P4 
 

Sharing in Ministry: 

Keith Simmonds –Minister 

Greg Darjes—Pastoral Care Minister 

Sarah Prestwich –Children and Youth Ministry 

Linda Evans -Administrator/Outreach Coordinator 

Connie Masson—Music Director 

Peter Gray—Custodian 

 

Office (250) 746-6043 Open  Mon—Fri 9 am—noon 

Fax      (250) 746-6785 

Office e-mail:   admin@duncanunited.org 

website:   www.duncanunited.org 

Micah 6:8  “What does the Lord require of 

you...but to seek justice, and to love kindness, 

and to walk humbly with our God” 

The staff of Duncan United 

Church wish you all a won-

derful and safe summer! Let 

us hope that the summer 

weather soon arrives! 


